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Abstract The HARPS/HARPS-N Data Reduction Software (DRS) relies on
the cross-correlation between the observed spectra and a suitable stellar mask
to compute a cross-correlation function (CCF) to be used both for the ra-
dial velocity (RV) computation and as an indicator of stellar lines asymmetry,
induced for example by the stellar activity. Unfortunately the M2 mask cur-
rently used by the HARPS/HARPS-N DRS for M-type stars results in heavily
distorted CCFs.
We created several new stellar masks in order to decrease the errors in the
RVs and to improve the reliability of the activity indicators as the bisector’s
span.
We obtained very good results with a stellar mask created from the the-
oretical line list provided by the VALD3 database for an early M-type star
(Teff=3500 K and log g = 4.5). The CCF’s shape and relative activity indi-
cators improved and the RV time-series allowed us to recover known exoplan-
ets with periods and amplitudes compatible with the results obtained with
HARPS-TERRA.
Keywords Echelle spectroscopy · Cross-correlation function · M-type stars ·
Stellar activity indicators
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Architecture of the Planetary Systems (GAPS).
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1 Introduction
Even after the advent of ESPRESSO (Pepe et al., 2010), the twin high-resolution
echelle spectrographs HARPS (Mayor et al., 2003) and HARPS-N (Cosentino et al.,
2012), installed at the 3.6m telescope at the ESO-LaSilla Observatory and at
the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo (TNG) at the Roque de los Muchachos Obser-
vatory respectively, remain two of the most important instruments for radial
velocity (RV) measurements. They are mainly used for exoplanets search and
characterization, an ever evolving field that has recently focused on the M-
type stars (e.g. Bonfils et al., 2013; Affer et al., 2016). These cool stars are
very interesting targets for exoplanetary studies, due to their long lives, low
masses and close-in habitable zone (e.g. Delfosse et al., 2013; Bonfils et al.,
2013; Tuomi et al., 2014; Dressing and Charbonneau, 2015) but they present
the strong drawback of showing usually very high activity levels, which results
in large quasi-periodic variations in the RV time-series (Robertson et al., 2014;
Anglada-Escude´ et al., 2016). As such, it is very important to have reliable
stellar activity indicators when looking for planets orbiting M-type stars, in
order to discriminate between the planetary Keplerian signals and the activity
signals.
Both HARPS and HARPS-N data are processed by a Data Reduction Soft-
ware (DRS) optimized for exoplanet search (Baranne et al., 1996; Pepe et al.,
2002), that computes the RVs by cross-correlating the spectra with a suitable
mask chosen from a template library. The mask consists in a list of wave-
length ranges (identifying the spectral lines) and weights used to define the
contribution of each single spectral line to the cross-correlation. The resulting
cross-correlation function (CCF from here on) is used not only to compute
the RV, but also to build some activity indicators, as the bisector’s span (an
indicator of the asymmetry of the CCF, denoting the curvature of the line that
bisects the CCF), the CCF contrast (i.e. the depth of the CCF at its central
point) and full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the CCF.
Unfortunately the online pipeline running at the telescope uses a very lim-
ited mask library, consisting of only three masks, optimized for G2, K5 and
M2-type stars. In the case of M-type stars using the M2 mask, i.e. the most
suitable mask for those stars, gives less satisfactory results than those ob-
tained when processing solar-like stars with the G2 mask, in terms of both
the shape of the CCF and the resulting RVs, which are computed using a
Gaussian fit (see Fig. 1). The resulting CCFs deviate from a Gaussian pro-
file and show notable bumps on the wings (see Sect. 3), while the bisector’s
shape does not seem to map the stars’ velocity fields (see Sect. 4). Many
studies avoid this issue by using the RVs derived by the HARPS-TERRA
software (Anglada-Escude´ and Butler, 2012; Perger et al., 2017a), that per-
forms a least-squares matching of each observed spectrum in a time-series to
a high signal-to-noise ratio template derived from the same dataset. Still, in
order to recover some activity indicators, many scientists still use the DRS bi-
sector’s span (Anglada-Escude´ et al., 2014; Wittenmyer et al., 2014), or they
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Fig. 1: Left: CCF created by the online DRS for a G5 star using the G2 mask
and relative Gaussian fit. Right: CCF created by the online DRS for a M1 star
using the M2 mask and relative Gaussian fit.
compute their own bisector’s span on the DRS CCF (Robertson et al., 2015;
Bourrier et al., 2018).
The aim of this paper is to show how the use of different custom-made
stellar masks for M-type stars gives very different results in terms of the shape
of the CCFs, the RV precision and scatter, and the bisector’s shape. We will
illustrate how both the RV measurements and the use of the bisector’s span
as an activity indicator may be improved by using a better defined mask for
early M-type stars.
2 Spectroscopic data
For our work we focused on the HARPS-N data, because we were able to re-
reduce them many times with different ad-hoc masks using the YABI platform
(Hunter et al., 2012) hosted at IA2 Data Center1 in the mainframe of the ital-
ian GAPS (Global Architecture of Planetary Systems) program (Covino et al.,
2013; Poretti et al., 2016), but we assume the same results are valid for the
HARPS data, given that both the instruments and the reduction pipelines are
twins. We already used this method in the past in order to use personalized
stellar mask for particular targets, as in the case of the F6V star τ Bootis
(Borsa et al., 2015), where the standard G2 mask used by the DRS under-
performed due to the mis-matched stellar type.
In this work, we studied the effect of different masks on the CCF’s shape,
RV determination and bisector’s shape of early M-type stars using several
datasets of HARPS-N spectra. We used the time-series of the exoplanet host
stars GJ 3998 (Affer et al., 2016) and GJ 625 (Sua´rez Mascaren˜o et al., 2017)
to create new stellar masks, and then we tested their results in term of RVs
and bisector’s span against the results obtained using the standard M2 and K5
1 https://www.ia2.inaf.it
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Fig. 2: Examples of CCFs (upper row) and bisectors (lower row) of GJ 3998
obtained with the M2 (left), K5 (middle) and adjusted M2 (right) mask re-
spectively.
masks. We also compared the RVs those obtained using the HARPS-TERRA
software on both these targets and two other additional exoplanet host stars,
GJ 686 (Affer et al., 2019) and GJ 3942 (Perger et al., 2017b).
The data used in this work are:
– 195 spectra of GJ 3998 (M1V, V=10.83 mag) observed from 26 May 2013
to 28 August 2018;
– 164 spectra of GJ 625 (M1.5V, V=10.17 mag) observed from 25 May 2013
to 12 September 2017;
– 64 spectra of GJ 686 (M1.5Ve, V=9.577 mag) observed from 11 February
2014 to 20 October 2017;
– 146 spectra of GJ 3942 (M0.5Ve, V=10.25 mag) observed from 25 May
2013 to 27 February 2017.
The stars were observed as part of the HADES (HArps-n red Dwarf Exo-
planet Survey) program, a collaboration between the GAPS consortium, the
Institut de Cincies de lEspai de Catalunya (ICE), and the Instituto de Astrof-
sica de Canarias (IAC).
3 Cross-correlation function and stellar masks: first approach
The HARPS-N CCF for the early M-type GJ 3998 star obtained using the
M2 mask shows an immediate drawback: the line profile does not resemble a
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Fig. 3: Comparison between the original (left) and adjusted (right) M2 mask
with an observed spectrum.
Gaussian (as it is expected in the case of slow-rotating stars), but it presents
two bumps on the wings (see Fig. 2a, upper left panel). These bumps are
present in the CCFs of any M-type star that is reduced using the M2 mask,
so they are not a feature of this particular object. This effect is particularly
troubling considering that the HARPS-N pipeline uses a Gaussian fit of the
CCF to compute the radial velocity of the star. The bumps disappear using
the K5 mask (see Fig. 2b, upper middle panel), but the mean RV error doubles
(see Tab. 1). We note here that the rms in both the RV and the bisector’s span
increases using the K5 mask.
As a first approach, we looked at the M2 mask by overplotting it over an
observed early M-type star (see Fig. 3, left panel). We found a first obvious
issue: all the lines in the mask have mostly the same very shallow depths,
which are used by the pipeline to weigh their contribution to the CCF. This
means that all the 9196 lines of the mask contribute roughly in the same way
to the CCF, regardless of their intensity.
We decided to modify the M2 mask by adjusting the line depths to the
values of our observed spectrum and by eliminating the most shallow lines
(see Fig. 3, right panel), i.e. lines with depths less than 2.5% of the continuum.
This threshold value was chosen in order to get rid of lines that would only
contribute to the noise of the CCF (particularly considering the difficulty in
defining the continuum in M-type stars) while maintaining a large enough
number of lines in the stellar mask to obtain a reasonable CCF. We ended
up with a number of 5586 usable lines, much less than the original one, but
comparable to those of the other DRS masks (e.g., the K5 mask consists of
4828 lines).
The use of this new mask partially improved our qualitative results: the
CCF’s shape lost the bumps and more closely resembled a Gaussian (see
Fig. 2c, upper right panel), but the RV mean error remained more or less
the same as the one obtained with the M2 mask, as did the rms of both the
RV and the bisector span (see Tab. 1).
We tested the new mask also on the M-type star GJ 625, obtaining the
same qualitative results.
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Table 1: Summary results of RVs errors and dispersion obtained with different
masks
Mask RV mean error RV rms Bis. span rms
(m s−1) (m s−1) (m s−1)
GJ 3998
M2 1.88 4.89 3.75
K5 3.59 6.46 9.75
Adj. M2 2.00 4.78 4.51
MVALD 1.98 4.81 4.46
Adjusted MVALD 2.06 4.89 4.93
Deblended MVALD 3.89 6.82 6.95
GJ 625
M2 1.13 2.78 2.29
K5 3.13 6.82 13.82
Adj. M2 1.30 3.21 3.34
MVALD 1.22 3.51 3.22
Adjusted MVALD 1.29 3.67 3.60
Deblended MVALD 2.31 4.65 3.69
4 Bisector’s shape
Searching for exoplanets around M-type stars requires reliable activity indica-
tors, due to the stars’ high activity levels. Many M-type stars are faint objects,
and as such the information that can be derived from the CCF are important:
the CCF is obtained by combining a large number of spectral lines, allowing
us to reach a high signal-to-noise ratio even for faint objects.
The CCF’s bisector is an useful indicator for the presence of different veloc-
ity fields in the star. Convection in solar-like stars results in a net convective
blueshift, arising from the different contributions of the ascending granules and
the descending intergranular lanes. The two components combine in a slightly
asymmetric line profile, that translates to a C-shaped bisector in quiet stars
(Gray, 2005). The magnetic activity will change and modulate the bisector’s
shape (Dravins, 1999), as phenomena such as faculae and plage suppress part
of the convective blueshift. As such, the bisector’s time-series may show the
activity cycles’ progression.
The effects of the activity on the shape of the spectral lines of M-type stars
are still not very well known, even if the RVs variations of active M dwarfs
have been studied (Tal-Or et al., 2018). In principle, a similar behaviour is
expected in the bisector’s shape and its variations.
We note here that usually the bisector’s shape is not used directly as an
activity indicator: the bisector’s span stands as its proxy and it is defined
as the difference between the mean values of the bisector in the upper and
lower part of the CCF, giving an immediate insight in the asymmetry of the
stellar lines. Comparing the radial velocity time-series with the bisector’s span
time-series allows to discriminate between Keplerian and stellar variations.
We compared the shapes of the bisectors of the CCFs obtained using the
original M2 mask and the K5 mask (see Fig. 2d and Fig. 2e, lower left and
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middle panel respectively): while the K5 bisector shows the expected C-shape,
the M2 bisector seems to tilt in the opposite direction and it is afflicted by
some non-trivial deformities, which can hardly be explained in some physical
way. The adjusted M2 mask smoothes the bisector, but the shape is still quite
different from the K5 bisector and some of the segmentation from the original
M2 mask remains (see Fig. 2f , lower right panel).
The bisectors obtained using either the original or the modified M2 mask
seem to have little physical meaning and they should not be used for any kind
of activity study.
We decided to follow a different strategy and to build a new mask from
scratch.
5 Cross-correlation function and stellar masks: second approach
Instead of modifying an already existing stellar mask or building a stellar
mask from an observed spectrum (which in the case of M-type stars would be
a long and difficult project due to their numerous and heavily blended lines),
we decided to use as a starting point a single theoretical line list. In order to do
so, we queried the VALD3 database2 (Piskunov et al., 1995) and downloaded
the line list for a star with Teff=3500 K (the lowest available temperature in
the VALD3 database) and log g = 4.5 in the wavelength region 3900-7000A˚.
We transformed the line list in the right format required by the HARPS-N
pipeline, then we cut the Balmer lines’ regions and the regions where most of
the telluric lines are found, because the former may influence the CCF’s width
and the latter may introduce spurious RV modulations (Pepe et al., 2002).
Then we removed the most shallow lines, that mostly introduce noise, and
we obtained finally the MVALD mask. It contains 17547 lines, almost double
than the number of the lines of the original M2 mask (9196), spanning over
the wavelength regions 4400-5027 A˚, 5105-5303 A˚, 5337-5405 A˚, 5504-5574 A˚,
5580-5675 A˚, 5770-5858 A˚, 6018-6267 A˚, 6374-6432 A˚, 6618-6862 A˚. We then
adjusted the depths of the lines using an observed spectrum of GJ 3998 to
create an adjusted MVALD mask.
Both masks give similar results in term of CCF and bisector’s shape (see
Fig. 4), and RV precision, with the MVALD mask performing slightly better
(see Tab. 1).
As an additional test, we eliminated from the MVALD mask all the lines
that fall in the same resolution step with each other (i.e., the lines where
λ2−λ1 < λ/R), creating an almost deblended mask. The results are definitely
worse: the larger rms (see Tab. 1) may be due to the lower number of lines
in the deblended mask (6501 against the original 17547), while we found no
explanation on the appearance of both the CCF’s bumps and the bisector’s
segmentation (see Fig. 4).
We selected the MVALD mask as our new working mask for M-type stars,
and compared the RVs computed by the DRS using the MVALD mask with
2 http://vald.astro.univie.ac.at/∼vald3/php/vald.php
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Fig. 4: Examples of CCFs (upper row) and bisectors (lower row) obtained
with the MVALD (left), adjusted MVALD (middle), and deblended MVALD
(right) mask respectively.
the results from both the M2 mask and HARPS-TERRA: we found them to
be in good agreement (see Fig. 5), but the MVALD RVs correlate better with
the HARPS-TERRA results. The RV errors found with HARPS-TERRA are
however quite smaller (in the case of GJ 3998 the mean error from HARPS-
TERRA is about 1.15 m s−1, while the mean error using the MVALD mask
is about 1.92 m s−1).
6 Search for exoplanets
We tested the RV time-series obtained with the MVALD mask against those
obtained with the M2 mask and with HARPS-TERRA by searching for already
known exoplanets.
The first step of the RV data analysis consists in identifying significant
periodic signals in the data. Pre-whitening is a commonly used tool for finding
multi-periodic signals in time-series data. With this method we find sequen-
tially the dominant Fourier components in the time-series and remove them.
The pre-whitening procedure was applied using the Generalized Lomb-Scargle
(GLS) periodogram algorithm (Zechmeister and Ku¨rster, 2009) to the RV data
obtained with the M2 and MVALD masks. We performed the same analysis
also on the detrended RV data, obtained removing the correlation between RV
and the bisector’s span. We analyzed with the same method the time-series of
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Fig. 5: Left: M2 and MVALD RVs of GJ 3998. The red line show the one-to-
one correlation passing through the median values of the RVs. The correlation
coefficient is r = 0.8459.Right: HARPS-TERRA and MVALD RVs of GJ 3998.
The RVs derived with HARPS-TERRA are centered around 0 km s−1. The
red line show the one-to-one correlation passing through the median values of
the RVs. The correlation coefficient is r = 0.9175.
bisector’s span, CCF contrast and FWHM, as well, to discriminate also signals
possibly due to activity.
We show the results of our work in Tab. 2: we analysed the exoplanet host
stars GJ 3998 (confirmed planet with period P = 13.7d), GJ 625 (confirmed
planet with P = 14.6d), GJ 686 (confirmed planet with P = 15.5d), and
GJ 3942 (confirmed planet with P = 6.9d).
All three methods find the signals due to the planetary orbits with com-
patible periods.
If we investigate the significance of the signal, e.g. by comparing the false
alarm probabilities with the different methods (FAP, Zechmeister and Ku¨rster
(2009)), we can split our targets in two groups, taking into account whether
activity signals are found in the time-series or not:
– GJ 625 and GJ 686: no activity signal is found in any of the time-series.
The FAP of the planetary signal with the MVALD mask falls between the
results from HARPS-TERRA and the M2 mask;
– GJ 3998 and GJ 3942: the activity signal is found in all the RV time-series.
In both cases the FAP of the activity signal is highest in the MVALD
data, and the value increases when detrending the RV time-series using the
bisector’s span time-series. The situation regarding the planetary signal is
less clear: while in the case of GJ 3998 the MVALD mask (both original
and detrended) gives the lowest FAP value, in the case of GJ 3942 the
MVALD mask performs worse.
There is still not enough statistics to confirm the usefulness of the bisector’s
span as computed with the MVALD mask in the modeling and/or removing of
the activity signal from the RV time-series, but the MVALD mask do perform
better than the standard M2 mask on recovering the planetary signal in our
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Table 2: Summary results of GLS analysis with different RV time-series
Mask Period Amplitude FAP
(days) (m s−1)
GJ 3998, confirmed planet with P = 13.7d
M2 13.718 ± 0.009 2.68 ± 0.36 1.12× 10−11
MVALD 13.736 ± 0.008 2.8 ± 0.35 7.20× 10−13
HARPS-TERRA 13.729 ± 0.008 2.5 ± 0.3 2.39× 10−12
GJ 625, confirmed planet with P = 14.6d
M2 14.627 ± 0.01 1.51 ± 0.25 2.24× 10−7
MVALD 14.612 ± 0.009 2.2 ± 0.33 2.65× 10−9
HARPS-TERRA 14.612 ± 0.0075 1.8 ± 0.2 3.23× 10−12
GJ 686, confirmed planet with P = 15.5d
M2 15.57 ± 0.02 2.8 ± 0.5 8.91× 10−6
MVALD 15.501 ± 0.016 3.2 ± 0.5 1.13× 10−6
HARPS-TERRA 15.519 ± 0.014 2.8 ± 0.4 3.77× 10−8
GJ 3942, confirmed planet with P = 6.9d
M2 6.906 ± 0.003 3.4 ± 0.6 1.61× 10−7
MVALD 6.905 ± 0.003 3.1 ± 0.5 2.44× 10−7
HARPS-TERRA 6.905 ± 0.003 3.3 ± 0.5 3.99× 10−10
sample of data. The MVALD bisector’s shape (see Fig. 4d) is very similar to
the K5 one (see Fig. 2e) and it does not show any obvious anomaly.
7 Conclusions
HARPS and HARPS-N are still among the leading instruments in the RV ex-
oplanet search, and their pipelines usually give very accurate results regarding
both the radial velocity and the activity indicators derived from the CCF.
Unfortunately, this is not the case for M-type stars: the default M2 mask gives
a strangely shaped CCF, and the K5 mask results in large errors bars on the
extracted RVs. By manipulating the M2 mask we could obtain better results
in the RV computation, but with some underlying problems still remaining:
in particular, the shape of the CCF’s bisector seems to have little physical
meaning.
M-type stars are very interesting targets for exoplanet studies, but their
high levels of activity have to be taken into account. Spectroscopic studies rely
on several activity indicators, but the faintness of these objects favors the use
of indicators derived from the CCF. The chief amongst those is the bisector’s
span, that is directly derived from the bisector of the CCF. Given that both
the original and the modified M2 mask yielded bisectors with shapes devoid of
an apparent physical meaning, we created new stellar masks using the line list
provided by the VALD3 database. We called the new masks MVALD, adjusted
MVALD (where the line depths were adjusted using an observed spectrum),
and deblended MVALD (without the line blends).
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Working with the spectroscopic time-series of two early M-type exoplanet
hosting stars (GJ 3998 and GJ 625), we found that the best results concerning
both the RVs precision and the bisector’s shape are obtained using the original
MVALD mask, while the deblended MVALD mask shows the beginning of the
segmentation behaviour of the bisector. We found good agreement between
the RVs found with the MVALD mask and those from HARPS-TERRA, even
if the latter have smaller errors. However HARPS-TERRA does not produce a
CCF, which is the main limitation of the software, in particular when observing
active stars. With the MVALD mask we recovered the signals of the known
exoplanets orbiting around GJ 3998, GJ 625, GJ 686, and GJ 3942 with results
comparable with those of HARPS-TERRA. Investigating the significance of
the signals using the FAP values show that the results obtained using the
MVALD mask tend to fall in-between those from HARPS-TERRA and the
M2 mask.
Now that the search for exoplanets is moving to targets different from
solar-like stars it is important to use new masks for the CCF computation
instead of relying on the standard ones: the MVALD mask we created may
be a very useful tool for the radial velocity and activity index computation of
early M-type stars.
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